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Announcement

The application process through the Indian National Committee is closed. The call for applications through the Global Selection Programme is still open. Click to read more. 
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Announcement

Our annual fundraising campaign is now live. Click here to learn more about this year’s
campaign.
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A beautiful short film of one of the many treks our students embark on during their 2 years at MUWCI, by Ida Marie Faje-Fjord (Class of '23)
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Dia de los Muertos altar, done by Mexican students 
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Student in costume at Buddy Ball 
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Student waves flag for MUWCIlympics
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Students at a party on campus 
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Students in a race for MUWCIlympics
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Students during African Regional Week cookout
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Political theatre performance by students during Pan American Regional Week
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Performances during Pan American Regional Week 
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Flash mob by students during African Regional Week 
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Different countries being represented on campus during Pan American Regional Week 
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Students drinking chai at the cafeteria
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Students having a Wada dinner 
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Students having a traditional Indian dinner 
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Students studying for an exam under the moon 
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Shelves from our library 
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Art students during a break 
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Campus energy during theatre season is always contagious
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Student playing one of the many pianos on campus
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Students getting ready during a videography event - Superpeople 
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CORE Session on theatre with MUWCI Alumni, Khristian Mendez
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The MUWCI Experience



Let our students tell you what it’s like to live and learn on a campus designed to build community, inspire, and challenge. 
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A beautiful short film of one of the many treks our students embark on during their 2 years at MUWCI, by Ida Marie Faje-Fjord (Class of '23)
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Events on campus 
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Regional Weeks at MUWCI
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Community Cellular Units
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The Arts at MUWCI
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They call us the hippiest of all UWCs. Get out of bed, brush your teeth, pack your bag, put on chappals, say hi to the monkey next door and start this day with a cup of chai. We play in mud, do yoga, run barefoot and dance under the rain. Yes all of this is true… That’s why I personally call us the happiest of all the hippies, and I love it.



- Evacilie 
France, Class of '23
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Learning Philosophy

Our multi-disciplinary approach to education puts you in charge of your learning, both inside and outside the classroom.
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The virtue and the strength of UWC is that it provides small, but powerful cells of innovation, catalysts for change, breaking barriers of habit and opening broader vistas of experience for both pupils and educationalists
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Nelson Mandela
Former Honorary President of UWC
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Our Blog
On the Hill







Capturing Community Women’s Perspective on Being a Woman: A Film for Women’s History Month

In commemoration of Women’s History Month, Amaavasya conducted an interactive art session with the local women from the village next to our school to create a short film centred around Womanhood. ….. Read more

View all stories











Give to the MUWCI Student Scholarship Fund

….. Read more

View all stories











Using research to mobilize organizations – The story of Andres Olivares

….. Read more

View all stories











Leveraging partnerships to drive impact – The story of Nadine Souto

….. Read more

View all stories
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On March 26, 2024, the university guidance office 
[image: On March 26, 2024, the university guidance office at #MUWCI facilitated an information session for our first-year students, by the University of Chicago, which proved to be an exceptionally engaging and enlightening experience.   Ms. Eloise Hyman, the deputy director of international admissions at UChicago adeptly guided attendees through the intricate nuances of highly selective school selection, offering insights into UChicago's academic environment, campus life, and invaluable tips for high school preparation to transition smoothly into the rigorous North American higher education system. The session concluded with a comprehensive overview of the undergraduate application process at UChicago, demystifying key steps and requirements for prospective applicants.  Overall, the session reiterated our commitment to supporting students and equipping them with the requisite knowledge and resources necessary for their future academic pursuits and successful college applications.  Post credit: Jini Varghese (University Guidance Office, MUWCI)  #studentlife #uwc #studyabroad @universityofchicago #university]







A quiet evening with crochet.
This cheerful grou
 [image: A quiet evening with crochet.   This cheerful group of students meet every week to sit down, share some laughter, and crochet together, as part of their Triveni Activity (CAS).  #triveni #muwci #uwc #studentlife #crochet]







Our student artists after the first day of the Vis


 [image: Our student artists after the first day of the Visual Arts Exhibition at #MUWCI.   This was a very special day for many of these students, as they presented the best of their work produced over the last two years as part of their visual arts course.   Each student artist had their own exhibit; each exhibit told a different story. For the audience, it was truly a visual treat.   It was an impressive collection of paintings, sketches, digital art, and sculptures that demonstrated the variety of skills our students learnt during their visual arts course.   We owe a big thank you to our Visual Arts teacher, Hesborne, for making this possible.   #uwc #uwcmahindra #studentlife #studentartwork #artexhibition]







Missed our first Instagram Live Session with Andre
 [image: Missed our first Instagram Live Session with Andres Olivares, from the Class of 2011? Catch the replay! 🌟 Dive into Andres's journey from theoretical physicist to Chief Operating Officer (COO) at Ekidos, a cutting-edge climate tech startup 🌱⚡. Learn how he's reshaping the landscape of agriculture and solar energy integration. Watch now for exclusive insights and inspiration! #UWCMahindra #AlumniHighlight   Live Credits: Mahsati from Azerbaijan - Class of 2025!]
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